Abstract-In this paper, we study the collective obstacle avoidance problem when only part of agents is informed of obstacle information. The control protocol is proposed to lead second order agents trend to state consensus in the existence of smooth convex obstacles. Both the position and velocity of agents will trend to the same. The moving obstacles which have varying acceleration can also be avoid, even without acceleration sensor. We prove the convergence and collision avoidance of multi-agent system. A simulation demonstrates the effect of the proposed control protocol.
INTRODUCTION
Multi-agent group is a complex network system. The features of control distribution, local interaction, and self-organization indicate that simple behavior of a agent in the group may lead to an integral phenomenon. The overall performance is insensitive to the failure or fault of the individual agent. The most typical instances include the intelligent consensus behavior, swarming behavior and gathering behavior [1, 2, 3] . In the nature, the information that an agent can get is always limit [4] . Considering the limitations of obstacle sensors, we study the problem of collective obstacle avoidance for multi-agent system when only part of agents can detect obstacle shape, position and moving states [5, 6] . To distinguish the actual agent and obstacle-agent, the actual agents are called α agent, obstacle-agent is called β agent which are generated by α agent. α agent generate virtual β agents passively for all near obstacles. Only when an α agent move close to an obstacle, the relevant virtual β agent can be calculated. So β agent may change all the time. The obstacle avoidance rule for a single agent is defined as follows: The control protocol for α agent i avoiding H obstacles moving with unique velocity is defined as
where 0 c is positive constant. If α agent i has obstacle sensor,
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The collective reference point CRP is relatively static with obstacle, so . Then the control input can be rewritten as， 
B. Convergence Proof
The energy function of multi-agent system is defined as 
ϒ , ≤ , the multi-agent system converges. If the initial value of total energy is 0
According to LaSalle Invariant Principle, each unaware agent which is connected with an aware agent will converge to the largest invariant set
We have . Then, the simulation results is shown in Fig. 1 . Figure 1 . Consensus and Obstacle Avoidance of Partially-informed multi-agent system in 3D space.
IV. SUMMARY
In this paper, the obstacle avoidance problem of multi-agent system when only a small fraction of agents are informed of the obstacle is focused. A collective obstacle avoidance protocol in switched topology for agents with second-order kinematics is designed. The obstacle is moving with varying acceleration, but the sensor to detect obstacle acceleration is not necessary for agents here. We prove that agents which cannot detect obstacle will move and avoid obstacle either, if they keep a linkage with anyagent informed of obstacle information. No collision happens between agents and obstacles.
